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Abstract
Underwater sensor network has different applications ranging from environmental monitoring, data
collection to survey mission and coastal surveillance. In this paper, we study the performance of energy
detector for binary-decision fusion over a multiple access channel in underwater acoustic wireless sensor
network. The paper suggests a MIMO model which includes diversity at the both transmitter and receiver
side. The sub-optimal decision fusion rule over MIMO channel (diversity base) improved the numerical
instability, reduced complexity and required lower system knowledge. Here, we analyzed the
performance of local sensors and then describing the value of probability of false alarm and missed
detection (Pf) and (Pm). The combination of these values at decision fusion centre provide global decision
(qm) and (qf), which demonstrate the performance of energy detector by considering different parameter
include sampling frequency, SNR, number of transmitting sensor and number of receiving sensor.
Keywords- Decision Fusion, Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO), Energy Detection, Underwater
Sensor Network.
Introduction
A Multi Agent System is a system collected of numerous interacting intelligent agents. MA contain by the
Multi Agent System can launch by launch by same host or by different hosts or combination of MAs and
software agents. Multi Agent System is used to solve problems which are hard or unfeasible for an
individual agent to solve. But for a Multi Agent System the two main issues are Location management &
communication. Lots of Mobile agent systems have been proposed in the literature. But most existing
MASs do not provide a complete, proficient or useful location management approach. Hence, there is a
need of a mechanism to locate any type of mobile agent at anytime from anywhere. Communication is
also a necessary component of scattered systems and this is no exception for multi-agent systems. This
paper proposes the improve mechanism to locate MAs for both cases mentioned earlier as well as provide
a communication mechanism between the MAs.
Hierarchical Location Management Scheme (HLMS)
Underwater sensor network is imagined to empower various applications ranging from contamination
checking, oceanographic data gathering, ecological monitoring, disaster prevention, help in navigation
and information collection for coastal surveillance (Akyildiz et al., 2005). One of the primary issues is
the efficient utilization of the underwater acoustic channel in which acoustic propagation can be
delegated the time–varying multipath propagation in water. This characteristic in the nature effect
tremendous Doppler spread or shifts into the transmit signal (Stojanovic et al., 2009). As the aftereffect of
the limited bandwidth, which relies upon both frequency and range, inter-symbol interference (ISI)
occurs in underwater communication system (Catipovic et al., 1990). Presently, the term channel model,
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which may be denoted as physical propagation model is appropriate for system design in underwater
acoustic channel (Lanbo et al., 2008). However, modeling of underwater acoustic network is still a vital
matter which needs facilitate consideration.
Underwater Acoustic Communication and Networking
This segment is divided into two sub area one is underwater communication and another one is
networking. Now first segment might focus on point-to-point communication issues such as modulation,
channel modeling, coding and equalization. Then again, second segment might focus on algorithms and
protocol for networks.
Communication
The necessity of High-speed communication systems has motivated the outlining and investigation of
recent techniques at the physical layer of underwater acoustic channel such as channel equalization,
phase conjunction, multicarrier transmission, multiple-input multiple-output, multichannel decision
feedback, iterative decoding (Walree et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012). The space-time coding and
decision feedback equalization is utilized in shallow-water frequency selective channel by reviewing
point to point MIMO communication in underwater. In addition, a soft-input soft-output linear equalizer
is developed for simultaneous equalization of MIMO channels with Alamouti encoding at transmission
side (Nordvaad et al., 2006). Furthermore, spatial modulation technique in (Kilfoyle et al., 2005) is
outline for the execution of numerous parallel channels in underwater environment, which is utilize to
enhance both reliable information rate and receive power. Differently, in (Yang et al., 2007) the two
famous spatial processing approaches for communication are beam-forming (of information on closely
spaced receivers) and diversity combining (of information on broadly spaced receiver) is explained.
Networking
The underwater applications become more feasible when networking technologies among underwater
gadgets in (Sozer, et al., 2000) must be empowered. The energy-efficient multiple access protocol which
is appropriate for underwater networks has been portrayed in (Park et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2012). Now,
the fundamental differences for example: attenuation, noise, propagation delay, useable bandwidth,
transmitting power and energy consumption in underwater acoustic and terrestrial radio network were
analyzed in (Zorzi et al., 2008). The energy-efficient routing protocols for WSNs have been customized
for underwater acoustics network in (Chen et al., 2013) and (Zhang et al., 2013). Power and bandwidth
allocation scheme in (Jordet et al., 2010) with minimum energy consumption is proposed for multi-hop
underwater sensor network.
Decision Fusion
For wireless sensor network (WSN) with endless sensors, decision fusion principle utilizes the aggregate
number of detection or information reported by local sensor for a final evaluation on binary hypothesis
testing. Distributed detection in wireless sensor network is still a vibrant region to investigate: let us
consider a scheme in which the nearby decision transmitted by the sensors to the decision fusion centre
which takes a global decision by appropriate joining of the received data. Some architecture taken into
account based on parallel access channels have been discussed in (Chen et al., 2004; Park et al., 2010): in
which each sensor is orthogonal to other, channel communicate with the fusion centre. Channel state
information (CSI) of optimal fusion rules is accessible at the collector is describe in (Lei et al., 2010). The
impact of multiple transmitter and receiver for distributed detection is examined on the basis of MIMO
techniques in the terms of performance, complexity and knowledge requirement (Ciuonzo et al., 2012).
Diagnostic results for compelling framework operating at low SNR is considered in (Ciuonzo et al.,
2013). The performance of received-energy at decision fusion centre depends on optimal test (under
Bayesian/ Neyman-person approach) over Rayleigh fading channel is presented in (Ciunzo et al., 2015).
Further, relaxation of the perfect coherent detection assumptions and related framework is design in (Xu
et al., 2013). Finally, the distributed detection fusion in which scan statistic is exploited for active
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detection in underwater network is explained in (Lee et al., 2014). To best of our insight, Diversity base
decision fusion in underwater situation is still unexplored.
Paper Organization
The fundamental contribution of this paper is energy detection for diversity base decision fusion in
underwater acoustic channels. Distributed underwater sensors spread a signal if an event of significance
is acknowledged locally, i.e. we are of the view on-off keying (OOK) modulation. An array receiver fuses
the signals utilizing energy detection from the numerous sensors, i.e. the energy got from various sensors
is the statistics for the binary decision on the event of an occasion in the area observed by the network. We
expect a binary source, which makes the work adequate for applications, For example: threshold-based
occasion detection. Its merits seeing that (Song et al., 2012) investigated with regards to distribution
detection, OOK is used as frequency shift keying (FSK). It is demonstrated that OOK save more energy
that of FSK but exhibits blunder execution. However, the work acknowledges parallel channels to the
fusion centre, while our work concentrates on interfering channels.
For ordinary underwater acoustic channels, at one case the optimal rule for decision fusion is not realistic
(as in most situations), however another instance is that the fusion rule based on energy detection is
suboptimal because of the way that the channel measurements mismatch the Rayleigh fading model.
Here we investigate the effect on the performance of different designed parameters for example: SNR,
pulse duration, integration time, sampling frequency, sampling frequency, sensor quality, number of
transmitting sensors and number of receiving element (hydrophone). Likewise, we show up a sensible
setup can approach the optimum execution in a realistic circumstance. The fundamental favorable
circumstances of the present system are:
●
it does not require idealize synchronization;
●
it does not require either channel estimation for instantaneous CSI or statistical CSI;
●
it does not require knowledge of either local sensor execution or SNR;
●
it is energy efficient, as it utilizes OOK;
●
it accomplishes excellent execution, even with low-quality sensors;
It signifies that the energy detector is very insensitive to Doppler effects, which severely degrades
performance of underwater communication systems. Moreover, underwater sensor networks are by and
large in view of short-range low-power communication, so it can be considered that OOK modulation is
energy proficient, if one of the two hypotheses are altogether less probable than alternate (this is basic in
observing applications for anomaly detection) (Kanchumurthy et al., 2008)
The layout of the paper is revolving around: in Sec. 2 we exhibit the system model; in sec 3 we investigate
the measurements for the decision at the fusion centre and the figures for system execution; sec 4 gives
the result and simulation of the system; finally, sec 5 highlights the conclusion remarks.
Notation: Lower- case bold letter denote vectors, with an denoting the nth element of a; upper-case bold
letters denote matrices, with An,m denotes the (n, m) the element of A; IN denotes the N×N identity matrix;
t
0N denotes the N-length vector whose element are 0; δ
(.) denoting the Diract function; E(.),(.) ,and ||.||
t
t
t
denote expectation, transpose and Frobenius norm operation; (A1 ,…..,AN ) denotes the vertical
concatenation of N matrices; Pr (A) denotes the probability of the event A; p(a) denotes the probability
density function of the random variable a; [a] denotes the largest integer value smaller than or equal to a;
n
R(a) and j(a) denote the real and imaginary parts of a, respectively; j is the imaginary unit; A denotes the
nth Cartesian power of the set A; ~ NC(µ
,
∑
) means “distributed according to proper complex normal
distribution with mean µ
and ∑
covariance ".
System Model
In this section, as appeared in fig 1, we briefly describe the system model. Here we considered a
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distributed binary hypothesis test, where K sensors sense autonomously the environment. The sensors are
discriminate between the two-hypothesis denoted H0 and H1 and the corresponding a-prior probabilities
π
0 and π
1, respectively. We assume that the quality of the local sensors and decision process of the sensors
is characterized by the local probability of false alarm Pf (k) and the local probability of missed detection
Pm (k) for the kth sensor, both assumed to be stationary and conditionally independent given to particular
hypothesis.
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Figure 1: System Model: a binary decision with K sensors transmit signals to Fusion centre with N
hydrophones
Sensors, each with one single acoustic transducer (projector), transmitted signal to the decision fusion
centre, in which no dedicated channel is required to the single sensor. Further, the multiple received data
of N hydrophone provide robust decision based on numerous received data. Now, for energy saving
purpose the OOK modulation is utilized, in which all sensor employ the same binary modulation with
parameters such as transmission pulse, carrier frequency, integration time etc.
Now, we consider a time-varying multipath channel which may be referred as multiscale multilag
channel model in (Lanbo, et al., 2008) and represents a good candidate for wideband underwater acoustic
channel. We will consider the following assumption as in (Walree, et al., 2013; Li, et al., 2009):
●

The amplitudes are constant within one or more transmission i.e. α
(t) = α
;
l
l

●

The delays are expressed in the form τ
(t) = τ
-ϕ
;
l
l
l

●

Here, we assume 0 for H0 and 1 for H1

(n,k)

(n,k)

(n,k)

(n,k)

(n,k)

Where : α
(t) = attenuation,
l
(n,k)

τ
(t) = Initial dealy,
l
(n,k)

)
ϕ
(t) = Doppler rate, (the ratio between the relative speed of transmitter/receiver and the speed of
l

(n,k
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sound) of the (n, k)th link (channel between the projector of the kth sensor and the nth hydrophone at
fusion centre) , L is is the maximum number resolving path for over all set of (N×K ) Links.

Discrete-Time Signal Model
The mth sample of the received signal after sampling is given as
(1)

K H [m]x + w [m],
yn[m]
= frequency
k
n
k=1 n,kfs where:
Sampling
with

and
yn[m] = yn(m|fs), wn [m]wn (m|fs),
fc
m
(n,k)
(n,k) m
-j2π
ƒ
cτ
j2π
φ
× g (1 + φ
)
L
l
l
e
l(n,k)
(n,k)
e
Hn,k[m] = l =1 α
fs
fs
l

(

(

τ
l (n,k)

(2)

The above equation demonstrated as received signal with the noise and the channel coefficient,
t
individually. Now, y[m] = (y1[m], ....., yN [m]) define as at N hydrophones, the vector combination of the
t
2
signal at the mth sampling time, w[m] = (w1[m], ...., wN [m]) ~ Nc (0N, σ
wIN) defines the related noise
t
contribution x = (x1, ....., xk) is the local decision from all the k sensors, and at mth sampling time, the
channel matrix is defined as

...

...

(

H1.1[m] ... H1.k[m]
...

H[m] =

(

(3)

,

HN,1[m] ... HN,k[m]
After concluded the above equation at mth sampling time the discrete-time model for the received signal
is given as
y[m] = H[m] x+w[m]

(4)

Now, the total time taken to collect signals is defined as an integration time T0, given as M = [fs T0]
successive sampling times as
t

t t

t

t t

t

t t

y = (y[1] , ......, y[m] ) ,w = (w[1] , ....., w[M] ] , H = (H [1] , ...., H[M] ) offer the subsequent discrete-time
model.
y = Hx + w
The link SNR is defining as
1
SNR = 2 ,

(5)
(6)

σ
w

The above equation show the channel condition, which is measured as proportion between the unitary
energy of the active symbol and the noise variance.
Decision Fusion
The resultant decision obtained at fusion centre is generally perform a test by comparing a signaldependent statistic (λ
(y)) and a fixed threshold (γ
).
∼
H=H1
> γ
λ
(y)
<
∼
H=H0

( (

(7)

Where H signifies the estimated hypothesis.
The performance can be calculated on the basis of the global probability of false alarm (qf) and global
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probability of missed detection (qm), given as follows

qf = pr (λ
(y) > γ
| H0),

(8)

qm = pr (λ
(y) > γ
| H1),

(9)

The system error can be obtained as the global probability of error (qe), discussed as follows

qe = π
0qf + π
1qm

(10)

The threshold in Eq. (7) has been chosen in such a way that it will minimize the error probability
(according to Bayes criterion (Berger et al., 2009) or to provide a target probability of false alarm
(according to the Neyman –person criterion (Berger et al., 2009). The system execution can be obtained
at complementary receiver operating characteristic (CROC) by examining the behavior of the global
probability of missed detection (qm), versus the global probability of false alarm (qf). The optimal test
(under both Bayesian/Neyman-Person) gives the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of the obtained signal under
the two hypotheses.

λ
(y) = log
λ
(y) = log

λ
(y) = log

(
(

p(y|H1)
p(y|H0)

(

E

k
H{∑
xε
Xk p(y|H,x)∏
k=1 Pr(xk|H1)}

E

k
H{∑
xε
Xk p(y|H,x)∏
k=1 pr(xk|H0)}

(

{
{

(

{
{

||y-Hx||2
k
∑
x∈
X EH e
∏
2
k=1 pr(xk|H1)
σ
w
k

∑
x∈
Xk EH e

2

||y-Hx||
k
∏
2
k=1 Pr(xk|H0)
σ
w

(

(11)

Nevertheless, several difficulties in optimal test:
Computationally costly (complexity is exponential with k).

●

High knowledge requirement of H, P(x/Hi) and 2w

●

Numerically instability of the function, due to presence of exponential function (Ciuonzo et al.,
2015).

●

On account on OOK, a typical less complex option is obtained by removing the LLR with the energy of
the received signal,
λ
(y) = || y ||

2

(12)

Which obviously requires minimal computational complexity, furthermore has the point of preference
that neither CSI nor SNR nor local sensor execution required. Such an analysis has been turned to be
optimal in Rayleigh fading scenarios (Kay et al., 1998). This shows that the above test is also suitable in
underwater acoustic channels. The execution accomplished in the ideal case that the reporting channel is
perfect. The estimation bound is computed as follows,
k k p l (1 - p )K-l
qf = ∑
(13)
f
l=c( (

l f
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(14)

m

Where: c ∈
{0, ....., K} = discrete threshold
Now, Equation (13) - (14) may be generalized, but the closed-form expression is generally intractable
(especially for large K) (Li et al., 2011).
Results
In this section, we verify and analyze the theoretical results obtain in section 2 and 3. Numerical results
refer to Monte Carlo simulation with 104 runs using MATLAB. We have scenario based on binary event
with a-priori probabilities π
1 = 0.2. Up to K= 50 transmitting sensors have been considered,
0 = 0.6 and π
whose local sensing performance has been chosen among following set: pf = {0.5, 0.1, 0.15} and pm =
{0.2, 0.4}.
In the presented simulation situation the various set of parameters is considered in Table 1, which are
related to those assume in [9], where the accompanying “default” parameters are assumed: K=25
transmitting sensors, N = 1 hydrophone, local performance Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4, SNR = -25dB sampling
frequency fs = 2kHz, integration time T0 = 12ms pulse duration and average inter-arrival time ∆
T = 2 ms.
Here, the simulations were matched with test in the Indian Ocean at water profundity or depth of 15 m.
Now, distance between the transmitting and receiving elements is 60 to 1000 m respectively. If the value
of integration time T0 = 12 ms is considered and the accuracy of positioning the senor with respect to
fusion centre not supposed to be exceed few meters, i.e. smaller than 15m, which is also known as
negligible synchronism effect provides efficient results, although resynchronization on a regular basis
may be needed (e.g. due to sound speed fluctuations).
Table 1: parameter considered in given scenario for simulation. Bold face numbers signify the default
values

Name
Number of sensors
Carrier frequency
Pulse duration
Local false alarm probability
Local miss detection
probability
Number of paths
Velocity standard deviation
Average inter-arrival Time
Number of hydrophone
Sampling frequency
Integration time
SNR

Symbol
K
fc
TP
Pf
Pm
L
V
∆
T

N
fs
SNR

Value
{15....25....50}
13 kHz
{0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75,
2}ms
{0.05, 0.1, 0.15}
{0.2, 0.4, 0.6}
12
1 m/s
{1, 2, 3}ms
{1.....4}
{1.5, 2, 3}kHz
{3, 6, 12, 18, 24, 30}ms
{-35, -25, -15}dB

Sensors transmit a carrier frequency fc = 13 kHz and unitary- energy rectangular baseband pulse with
duration Tp = {0.75, 1, 1.25}ms is assumed. The NK links among the K projectors and N hydrophones are
assumed autonomous and identically distributed. On every connection, channel coefficients have been
randomly created by following these specifications:
●
Here,

the inter-arrival time with mean ∆
T = {1, 2, 3,}ms is being exponentially distributed over
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discrete number of path L = 10;
●
Delay at various hydrophones is created by zero-mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation
d/c, where it statistically independent with respect to sensors (k) while not with respect to the
hydrophones (n);(where, d= 5 m the approximate size of the receive array, c = 1500 m/s and the speed of
sound in water)

The average power is exponentially decreases with delay at amplitude, where amplitudes are Rayleigh
distributed with (6 dB over 10 ms);
Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation v/c provides sampled value of Doppler
rates; (Where: v = 1 m/s the velocity related to the fusion centre and the scattered in the environment).
Up to N = 4 hydrophones are considered at the fusion center which may be operating with sampling
frequency and integration time chosen among the following sets: fs = {1.5, 2, 3}kHz, T0 = {6] 12] 18}ms.
Here, we assumed the three different SNRs, i.e. SNR = {-35, -25, -15}dB.
SNR: Now, the figure. 2 explain the effect of SNR. The obvious change with SNR is evident. The
decrease in the global probability of missed detection from qm = 0.052 to qm = 0.018 at global probability
of false alarmqf = 0.05 can be achieved by moving from SNR = - 25 dB to SNR = - 15dB. This may asses
the sensitivity with respect to the SNR, when K=25 with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4. The operation point of the
single sensor, i.e. the local sensing performance (Pf, Pm) is also shown in the plot for comparison purpose.

100
SNR=-35dB
SNR=-25dB
SNR=-15dB

qm

10-1

10-2

10-3

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

qf
Figure 2: Impact of the SNR on the CROC with K=25 transmitting sensor, each with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4
and pulse duration Tp = 1 ms and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion centre, operating with sampling
frequency fs = 2 Hz and integration time T0 = 12 ms.
SNR: Now, the figure. 3 explain the effect of SNR. The obvious change with SNR is evident. The
decrease in the global probability of missed detection from qm = 0.92 to qm = 0.068 at global probability of
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false alarm qf = 0.05 can be achieved by moving from SNR = -25 dB SNR = -15 dB. This may asses the
sensitivity with respect to the SNR, when K=25 with Pf = 0.15 and Pm = 0.6. The operation point of the
single sensor, i.e. the local sensing performance (Pf, Pm) is also shown in the plot for comparison purpose.
0
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SNR=-35dB
SNR=-25dB
SNR=-15dB

-1

qm

10

-2

10

-3

10

O

0.05

0.1
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0.2
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0.3

qf
Figure 3: Impact of the SNR on the CROC with K=25 transmitting sensor, each with Pf = 0.15 and Pm=
0.6 and pulse duration Tp = 1 and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion centre, operating with sampling
=frequency Fs = 2 kHz and integration time T0 = 12 ms.
Local Performance: Figure. 4 indicate the effect of local sensor performance (Pf, Pm) on CROC curve.
The change in both Pf and Pm is evident. The decrease in global probability missed alarm from qm = 0.17
to qm = 0.02 at global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05can be achieved by moving from Pf = 0.15 to pf =
0.1 (with fixedPm = 0.4 ) this may asses the sensitivity with respect to Pf. Again, the decrease in global
probability missed alarm from qm = 0.02 to qm = 0.0019 at global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05 can be
achieved by moving from Pm = 0.6 to Pm = 0.4 (with fixed Pf = 0.1) this may asses the sensitivity with
respect to Pm.
0
10
Pf=0.15 Pm=0.4
Pf=0.1 Pm=0.4
Pf=0.1 Pm=0.6
Pf=0.1 Pm=0.2
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Figure 4: Impact of the local sensor performance (Pf, Pm) on the CROC with K=25 transmitting sensor,
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each with pulse duration Tp = 1 ms and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion centre, operating at SNR= -25 with
sampling frequency Fs = 2 kHz and integration time T0 = 12ms.
Sampling Frequency and Integration Time: Now the figure5 explain the joint effect of the sampling
frequency fs and of the integration time T0. The decrease in global probability missed alarm from qm =
0.091 to qm = 0.033 and qm = 0.015 at global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05 with pulse duration Tp = 1
ms can be achieved by moving from fs = 1.5 kHz to fs = 2 kHz and then to fs = 3 kHz this may asses the
sensitivity with respect to fs. Now, the change with fs is evident, while the trend regards to T0 is not
monotonic: beginning from short integration time, we first experience a fast execution change with the
duration, and then after an optimal duration the observed performance is gradually decrease. The same
behavior can also have obtained by the various option of the pulse duration. In our opinion, the purpose
behind this phenomenon is the tradeoff between two conflicting phenomena.
0

10

fS = 1.5 kHz; T0 = 6ms
fS = 1.5 kHz; T0 = 12ms
fS = 1.5 kHz; T0 = 18ms
fS = 2 kHz; T0 = 6ms
-1

10

fS = 2 kHz; T0 = 12ms
fS = 2 kHz; T0 = 18ms

qm

fS = 3 kHz; T0 = 6ms
fS = 3 kHz; T0 = 12ms
fS = 3 kHz; T0 = 18ms

10-2

10-3

O

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

qf
Figure 5: Impact of the sampling frequency fs and integration time T0 on the CROC with K=25
transmitting sensor, each with pulse duration Tp = 1 ms and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion centre,
operating at SNR= -25 with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4.
Sampling Frequency and Pulse Duration: Figure. 6 detailed the joint effect of the sampling frequency fs
and of the pulse duration Tp. The decrease in global probability missed alarm from qm = 0.071 to qm =
0.039 and qm = 0.015 at global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05 with integration time T0 = 12 ms can
be achieved by moving from fs = 1.5 kHz to fs = 2 kHz and then to fs kHz this may asses the sensitivity with
respect to fs. Again, change with fs is evident, while (analogously to the behavior with respect to T0) the
trend regards to Tp is not monotonic: beginning from short pulse duration, we first experience an
execution change with the duration, and then after an optimal duration performance is gradually
decreases. The same behavior can also have obtained by the various option of the pulse duration. In our
opinion, the purpose behind this phenomenon is the tradeoff between two conflicting phenomena
Increasing Tp has the positive effect to allow reducing the silent intervals during the observation interval
(remember that the channel response is creating different replicas of the transmitted pulse, each with
different attenuation, delay and compression/expansion).
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Figure 6: Impact of the sampling frequency fs and pulse duration Tp on the CROC with K=25 transmitting
sensor, each with integration time T0 = 12 ms and N = 1 hydrophone at the fusion centre, operating at
SNR= -25 with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4.
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The figure 7 illustrate the effect of three distinct values of average inter-arrival time D ∆
are assumed
τ
with the related observational probability density function (pdf) of the average delay τ
and root mean
υ
square delay spread τ
rms: characterized in (Varshney et al., 1996). The optimum value of integration time
is approx. defined as T0 ≈
τ
u + τ
rms that can be obtained by different simulation of the result. It is worth
noticing the fact that the energy detector is not optimal in underwater acoustic channels is confirmed by
the non-monotonic behavior of the performance regarding with integration time, as including
uninformative measurements can even decrease the performance. Additionally, having Rayleigh channel
statistics is crucial for the derivation of the optimality of the energy detection (see Ciuonzo et al., 2015).
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Figure 8: Approaching the observation bound with K=25 transmitting sensor, each with integration time
T0 = 12 ms and pulse duration time Tp = 1 ms with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4..
Now figure 8 shows CROC curves which is same appeared in figure 2 however, with two more CROC
curves: one is the observation bound with parameters when N=1 hydrophones at the fusion centre,
operating at different SNR= -15dB, SNR= -25dB and SNR= -35dB with sampling frequency Fs = 2 kHz,
and the other one is the CROC curve in a homogeneous scenario with N = 4 hydrophones at the fusion
center, operating at SNR = -15 dB with sampling frequency Fs = 1.5 kHz. Now, it is shown that the gap at
qf = 0.1 is such that the observation bound is qm = 0.0029 while the realistic practical setup achieves qm =
0.0037. This is clear how the last curve, comparing to a realistic practical setup, practically accomplished
the previous curve.
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Figure 9: Impact of the number of transmitting sensors K and of the number hydrophone N on the CROC
each with pulse duration Tp = 1 ms and T0 = 12 ms, operating at SNR= -25 of sampling frequency Fs = 2
kHz with Pf = 0.1 and Pm = 0.4.
Number of Sensors and Hydrophones: Now the figure. 9 explain the effect of the number of transmitting
sensors (K) and of the number of hydrophone (N). The change with both K and N is evident. The decrease
in global probability missed alarm from qm = 0.062 to qm = 0.022 at global probability of false alarm
qf = 0.05 and with N = 1 hydrophone at fusion centre can be achieved by moving from K = 20 to K = 25,
this may asses the sensitivity with respect to K. The decrease in global probability missed alarm from
qm = 0.022 to qm = 0.018 at global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05 and with K = 25 hydrophone at
fusion centre can be achieved by moving from N = 1 to N = 2, this may asses the sensitivity with respect to
N. In addition, it is merit specify that the spatial diversity of the system is NK, i.e. the number of
individual links. However, systems with the same product NK but different values for K and N undergo
different performance, usually with the system having larger K and smaller N performing better.
Now, for the various value of SNR the performance loss between energy detector and optimal detector is
demonstrated in figure 10. Actually, the curves related to the optimal detector have been acquired by
utilizing the Max-Log approximation in Eq. (11). Such a detector, particularly Max-Log detector, has
been appeared to perform nearly to the optimal detector because of the presence of exponential functions
with large dynamic range i.e. without suffering of numerical instability. In order to assess the gap, it is
merit seeing that energy detector and optimal detectors at a global probability of false alarm qf = 0.05 and
SNR = -25dB provide a global probability of missed detection of qm = 0.087 and qm = 0.024, respectively.
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Figure 10: performance loss of the energy detector with respect to optimal detector with K = 25
transmitting sensor and of the number hydrophone N = 1 at fusion centre on the CROC each with pulse
duration Tp = 1 ms and T0 = 12 ms, operating at SNR= -25 of sampling frequency fs = 2 kHz with Pf = 0.1
and Pm = 0.4.
Now, from the above result we conclude that on one hand energy detector accomplish extremely good
performance, on another hand it also requires extremely low computational complexity and limited
system knowledge (Lee et al., 2014). That is why diversity base decision fusion energy detector is
certainly an interesting approach in underwater acoustic wireless sensor network, although it is
suboptimal. It is worth remarking that:
●
The

integration time is depending on the particularly acoustic environment, which is roughly
T0=τ
u+3τ
rms.

●
The pulse duration is depending on the sampling frequency Tp = 1/fs
●
Analytical

classification regarding the numerous sensor and hydrophone and local performance is
not easy, however outstanding performance can be attained even with the low quality of sensors and
restricted number of transmit/receive elements.

Despite the fact that quantitative results are connected to a particular value that were assumed, we expect
that the same qualitative results hold for a generic underwater environment.
Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the design of the sub-optimal rule, suitable for practical implementation for
decision fusion task performed over a MMO channel in underwater sensor network. Underwater acoustic
channels have been modeled with time-varying multipath. The overall performance of detector is
extremely good with low computational complexity and limited system knowledge. The results show
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that in realistic scenario even with low-quality of sensor this approach can be easily obtained.
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